CREATION OF THE NEW WORLD WITH TECHNOLOGIES OF THE FUTURE
– BY V.M. BRONNIKOV –
CRIMEA, FEODOSIA SEPTEMBER 2018
Thursday 20/9 18.00 – 21.00
Introduction by V.M. Bronnikov
Welcome to Feodosia and to the Initiation center “Ardabda”
- Purification ritual and connect with the essences of the premises.
- Tour on the premises of the Initiation center.
- Esoteric tour through the ancient fortress city of Feodosia, its hidden treasures, mysteries and
experience mount Mitredat.
Costs: V.M. Bronnikov will give this experience to you as a present.

Friday 21/9 Seminar - 3 hours 11.00 – 14.00
“The essences of the human body and how to interact with them to improve health, rejuvenation and
development”
The human body consists of different essences. When you are able to manage these essences, you have
the power to manage your body as if it is a machine. If you are not able to manage these essences, you will
become a victim of these essences.
In the course of time, the struggle between your body and you as its owner becomes more and more
obvious.
In this seminar you get aquanted with the essences and how their qualities can be used for improving your
health, rejuvenation and development.
Costs for Live/Online participation: 165 euro pp (ex VAT)
Advised preparation: Level 1

Saturday 22/9 Course – 6 hours 11.00 – 14.00 and 15.00 – 18.00
“Work with the Tree of Life in relation with the “Gates to the White Throne”
According to the ancient wisdom human created a WOODEN CIVILIZATION and in the subtle plane a
person is represented by the "Tree of Life".
Below your feet are the roots of Mother Earth. You are the trunk. The branches, the crown, is God the
Father. From God the Father, the "energy of Awakening" flows through you into the earth. From Mother
Earth the "energy of Nutrition" flows through you to the sky, to God the Father.
If you develop the phantom senses and master the primary knowledge of the Divine First Elements, you
receive the initiation to feel the Divine First Elements inside of you. When you manage them in your body,
it helps you to strengthen your health and to feed, recharge yourself with the Divine power.
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The "Tree of Life" is the basic technique of spiritual practises. The task is to eventually form the "Dragon"
in your body, which is initially in a sleeping state. The "Dragon" is an immortal substance.
During the practice, you "split" yourself into dense, subtle and medial bodies, creating the Presence of the
Emptiness and sense your position in the ProtoMatrix.
The ProtoMatrix awakens and creates from the thin bodies "Atlas", from the dense bodies "Heracles" and
from the middle bodies the "Dragon".
Working with the Tree of Life is the process of human transformation from individual to system.
Become familiar with the Divine First Elements, the Divine powers and how to use them.
In this course you learn the next step of how to work with the Tree of Life in relation with the power center
“Gates to the White Throne”.
Costs for Live/Online participation: 330 euro pp (ex VAT)
Advised preparation: Level 1

Sunday 23/9 Seminar – 3 hours 11.00 – 14.00
“Work with your destiny essences”
From birth there is a volume of information around a person. This volume consists of 6 holographic objects
which accompany you.
They actually construct our life. We think that just we are responsible for constructing our life, but it is not.
These objects are showing us, or giving us different situations in life and we have to choose, so the choice
depends on us.
The state of your relationship towards these objects influences your life. You should be a superconductor
of these forces. They can give you a variety of information and guide you. The path of knowledge of the
destination consists of stages of awareness.
In this seminar you learn how to work with your destiny essences.
Costs for Live/Online participation: 165 euro pp (ex VAT)
Advised preparation: Level 1 and Destiny consultation

Monday 24/9 Lecture – 1 hours 13.00 – 14.00
What is “ProtoMatrix”
The ProtoMatrix is the basis of a human, the source code. It is our initial structure and is located in Bardo
space.
Costs for Live/Online participation: 20 euro pp (ex VAT)
NOTE: when you apply for the lecture and the seminar at the same time, the lecture is for free

Advised preparation: non
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Monday 24/9 Seminar and initiation – 3 hours 15.00 – 18.00
Awakening and activation of the ProtoMatrix
You and your ProtoMatrix are ONE WHOLE. When you are not trained, you cannot interact with your
ProtoMatrix by yourself. There are specific conditions to awaken it and bring it to you for mutual
constructive interaction. With the help of a specialists, the state of your ProtoMatrix is checked. It can be:
asleep, half-awake, awake. There are young, mature, powerful, developed Proto-Matrixes.
Each matrix has an individual development program for implementation. During the awakening process it
starts to remember how things work. The PychoBioComputer (PBC) are the eyes of this matrix.
The human ProtoMatrix has great abilities and is able to "ABSORB", "TRANSFORM", "DESTROY" negative
objects.
You will learn about the structure, properties and capabilities of the ProtoMatrix.
By understanding, loving, and managing the potential properties of the ProtoMatrix in yourself, you will be
transformed into a Noospheric, Cosmic person.
Costs for Live/Online participation: 165 euro pp (ex VAT)
Advised preparation: Level 1 and Level 2

CONSULTATIONS BY V.M. BRONNIKOV – by appointment

Destiny consultation by V.M. Bronnikov – 1 hour
From birth there is a volume of information around a person. This volume consists of 6 holographic
displays or objects which accompany the person. You are the product of these objects. They actually
construct your life. Each object has its own position. The first is below, the second above, the third on
the right, the fourth on the left, the fifth behind and the sixth in front you. Together they create the
Form of Hologram.
With most people these objects are in sleeping state.
Just by watching and communicating with them, they are activated and the Form of Hologram is
switched on.
During the Destiny consultation these 6 objects are identified, activated, their qualities are revealed and
the connections between you and the objects are indicated.
Costs for Live/Online consultation: 390 euro per person (ex VAT)
Advised preparation: Level 1
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Rebooting your life program – 1 hour (only live)
The Spirit, Soul, ProtoMatrix, and many other things need to be balanced between the material and
subtle worlds. Many people lose their social, biological and original life time, even in their youth.
There are technologies for rebooting your life program. It is necessary to know what is in your
ProtoMatrix, how karmic connections are created etc.
Costs for Live consultation: 390 euro per person (ex VAT)
Needed preparation: take your printed Destiny consultation (in Russian)

Rebooting the life programs of pairs (for the creation of a cosmic child) – 1 hour (only live)
There are technologies for rebooting a person and at the same time, there are systemic, collective
reboots of life programs to create a unified life program. The better organized you are as a couple, the
more Divine levels will come to you and the “child”. (The child can also be a joined goal or business)
It is necessary to know what is in your ProtoMatrix, how the ProtoMatrix of you and your partner
interact with each other etc.
Costs for Live consultation: 390 euro per pair (ex VAT)
Needed preparation: both take your printed Destiny consultation (in Russian)

Tuning the PsychoBioComputer - 30 minutes (only live)
V.M. Bronnikov is like a tuning fork, he can tune your PBC.
Tuning for development and use of the new property of the human brain, the PBC - "The eyes of the
ProtoMatrix."
This is individual work to improve your work with the PBC and make it more objective, more real.
It is for people who already started to work with PBC and want to work further with it.
Costs for Live consultation: 195 euro per person (ex VAT)
Advised preparation: Level 1 and Level 2

All prices are including translation Russian/English and English/Russian, excluding VAT.

YOU CAN APPLY THOUGH THE FORM ON THE WEBSITE
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TIME SCHEDULE:
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